Date: March 24, 2011

**ADDENDUM No. 1**

**BID NO.: 10-11/27 PCCD Smart Classroom Security Implementation Project**

This Addendum modifies the original Bid Documents for the above Bid. Acknowledge receipt of this addendum in the space provided on the BID FORM. Failure to do so may subject Bidder to disqualification.

The original Bid Documents are updated by the information as follows:

**Item 1:** Everywhere replace the license required as C7 to read, “C7 or C10 with C7 Subcontractor license with required certification submitted at the time of bid.”

**Item 2:** Contractor to provide CAT6 patch cables (color red). CAT6 patch cables will provide connections from the patch panel(s) to the switche(s) as needed. Contractor to field verify as to the appropriate cable lengths needed in order to provide unbroken connections between patch panel(s) and switche(s).

Product Manufacturer - **PANDUIT**

Part Numbers:
- #UTPSP3RDY - CAT6 modular patch cord, 3 feet, RED
- #UTPSPRD5 - CAT6 modular patch cord, 5 feet, RED
- #UTPSP7RDY - CAT6 modular patch cord, 7 feet, RED
- #UTPSP10RDY - CAT6 modular patch cord, 10 feet, RED
- #UTPSP14RDY - CAT6 modular patch cord, 14 feet, RED
- #UTPSP20RDY - CAT6 modular patch cord, 20 feet, RED

**Item 2**  Contractor to mount all Lenel wireless gateways on wall directly below the ceiling grid at each specified location. Coordinate exact placement with the District.

**Item 3**  DrawingSEBC203, remove Room 324 at Berkeley College from the Smart Classroom project scope.

All other terms and conditions of BID NO.: **10-11/27** to remain the same.

**Reminder:** Bid Due Date is March 30, 2011 at 2:00 P.M.